NCRC Community News & Announcements

Picasso Restaurant Group Comes to NCRC

The NCRC Administration is proud to announce that they have selected a new food service provider that will meet the many requests and needs of the NCRC community. Whether it be a cafeteria with a wide variety of healthy options at a reasonable price, or a gourmet coffee station, to a catering service ready to serve a small luncheon meeting to a large extravagant event, Picasso Restaurant Group (PRG) fulfills all of these demands.

“We transform a cafeteria into a restaurant.”
- Michael Attee, PRG Vice President

About Picasso
Over 25 years ago, Gerald Attee and his wife Nihad opened their first deli in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Although the deli was only 500 square feet, what it lacked in size was trumped by the owners’ passion for great food and a personal connection with their patrons. To this day, the lessons they learned in that small deli are engrained into the fabric of each and every location, as well as their two sons, Allen and Michael Attee, who are both Vice Presidents of PRG.

Since their humble beginnings, PRG has grown to operating multiple eateries in some of the most prestigious buildings in the Metro Detroit Area. They strive to continue to exceed expectations by delivering the very best in products while still giving customers the service and attention one can only receive from an owner-operated establishment.

“Our business model is different from people’s perception of institution food. We do it fast, but fresh and better.”
- Allen Attee, PRG Vice President

Picasso at NCRC will open this week. Once we have the official date, we will share this with you, along with their exciting new menus!
Facilities

- Building 520: **Lab Air Handler Shutdown**
- Building 520: **Pedestrian Sidewalk Installation Project** - Work Beginning/Road Closure

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 10/8 - **TOP Weekly Seminar Series**
- 10/8 - **CBSSM Seminar: Jodyn Platt, MPH, PhD**
- 10/15 - **FBI Tips on Preventing Information Theft During International Travel**
- 10/20 - **Apple in Medicine**
- 10/25 - **Hats & High Tea for Breast Cancer Awareness**
- 11/2 - **NCRC Flu Clinic**

Announcements

- **New Flu Vaccine Policy** - Everyone at our health system has a responsibility to protect our patients, families and each other from the spread of disease. This year we’re taking our commitment to the health and wellness of our community one step further by requiring all employees to receive the flu vaccine.
- **Introducing Data Office for Clinical & Translational Research**
- **MLibrary@NCRC**: Looking to spruce up your presentations? [Look through the library's guide to images for ideas](#)
- **Earn $25.00** - Lycera's research team needs more volunteers to find new treatments for autoimmune diseases. Please call Amy McGovern, 734-233-3097 or email study@lycera.com
- **Tech Tip**: October is **National Cyber Security Awareness Month**. Do you know how to protect your data and intellectual property? How about when you’re traveling abroad? Learn how at an upcoming seminar for researchers, presented by an IT security expert from the FBI. MSIS is co-hosting the seminar,
which takes place at NCRC and other locations in the medical center and on central campus.

- Did you know people who attend Weight Watchers meetings lose 3 times more weight as those who go it alone? Join the NCRC Weight Watchers Group! All participants must register online for the At Work Weight Watchers session by October 5th.

- Why Are We at Risk of Losing Funding for Residents and Fellows?

- Early Tech Development Course - The ETD Course is the most efficient way to get your idea off the ground and plugged into a network of medical innovation experts.

- High-speed research data storage now available

- Go beyond the classroom to make a real-world impact - Join the University-wide student competition, Innovation in Action, to create new solutions to real-world Public Health and Education challenges. Applications due October 9th.

- Register Now for November 19th Research Mentoring Forum

Reminders

- MCubed 2.0 Launched!
- Need Expert Advice on Your Research? Have you met with MICHRI yet? MICHRI’s Research Development Core (RDC)
- Research Opportunities Needed for Bright and Enthusiastic Undergraduates
- Notary Service offered at NCRC!